
Ford EF and EL station wagon 6 cylinder LPG conversion with an Impco Airvalve system.

System type: Under bonnet we use an Impco airvalve system as the most suitable and durable 
equipment to fit to this application. This has an automatic petrol start and is a closed 
loop system using the car's exhaust oxygen sensor to feed information back to the gas  
processor to control the mixtures. This is a very common car for a gas conversion 
and with Impco gear they have a fantastic track record. 

Cylinder:  Manifold tank (3 small cylinders joined together and often referred to as scuba 
tanks) holding 62 useable litres of gas. 

Location: On top of existing petrol tank under the floor in place of the spare wheel. The spare 
wheel is stood up on the right hand side in the rear with a cover over it. The right 
hand side is preferred as it doesn't interfere with the drivers vision. (your head wont
spin around far enough to see the wheel)

Controls: The contents of the gas tank is displayed on the original petrol gauge when on gas 
and it displays petrol when on petrol. This means the trip computer works in a 
fashion on both fuels.

Filler: Co-located with petrol filler.

Disclaimer: We endeavour to get all our data correct but we do not guarantee that we are perfect and havent made an error in some of the 
data. 
With the injection systems we do change the brand we use where we can improve on the quality of the equipment fitted. We are 
not tied into one particular brand and we are entirely motivated by self-interest; we arent compensated for the labour to 
replace parts under warranty. When we fit components we dont fit them for ease of replacement but for best performance and 
looks and then within the requirements of the standards. It is therefore in our interests as well as yours that we ddonthave to 
replace parts and so we make sure we fit the most reliable, long lived parts.

Address:      Unit 6, Cavehill Industrial Gardens Centre
              Beresford & Cavehill Rds

                          Lilydale
                          Victoria    3140

Email:   info@agautogas.com.au

Telephone:   03 9739 4999

Fax:              03 9739 4699

Website: www.agautogas.com.au
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